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Plants contain more genes encoding core cell cycle regulators than other organisms but it is unclear whether these represent
distinct functions. D-type cyclins (CYCD) play key roles in the G1-to-S-phase transition, and Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana)
contains 10 CYCD genes in seven defined subgroups, six of which are conserved in rice (Oryza sativa). Here, we identify 22CYCD
genes in the poplar (Populus trichocarpa) genome and confirm that these six CYCD subgroups are conserved across higher plants,
suggesting subgroup-specific functions. Different subgroups showgene number increases,withCYCD3having threemembers in
Arabidopsis, six in poplar, and a single representative in rice. All three species contain a single CYCD7 gene. Despite low overall
sequence homology, we find remarkable conservation of intron/exon boundaries, because in most CYCD genes of plants and
mammals, the first exon ends in the conserved cyclin signature. Only CYCD3 genes contain the complete cyclin box in a single
exon, and this structure is conserved across angiosperms, again suggestingan early origin for the subgroup.The singleCYCDgene
of moss has a gene structure closely related to those of higher plants, sharing an identical exon/intron structure with several
higher plant subgroups. However, green algae have CYCD genes structurally unrelated to higher plants. Conservation is also
observed in the location of potential cyclin-dependent kinase phosphorylation sites within CYCDproteins. Subgroup structure is
supported by conserved regulatory elements, particularly in the eudicot species, including conserved E2F regulatory sites within
CYCD3 promoters. Global expression correlation analysis further supports distinct expression patterns for CYCD subgroups.
Cell cycle progression in eukaryotes is controlled by
the Ser-Thr directed protein kinase activity of cyclin-
dependent kinase (CDK) complexes composed of cat-
alytic CDK and regulatory cyclin subunits (Morgan,
1997). The binding of different cyclins confers sub-
strate specificity and regulation at different cell cycle
transitions and, in particular, at the two main control
points at the G1-to-S-phase and G2-to-mitosis transi-
tions. Homologs of many key mammalian regulatory
genes involved in cell cycle progression are also present
in higher and lower plants (Umen and Goodenough,
2001; Rensing et al., 2002; Inze and De Veylder, 2006).
These include A-, B-, and D-type cyclins (CYCA,
CYCB, and CYCD), which are generally involved in
controlling S-phase, G2-to-M-phase, and G1-phase,
respectively. Cyclin E, a key regulator of the G1-to-S-
phase transition in animals, is not present in plants.
Ancestral cell cycle regulators are often represented
by single genes in invertebrates and lower plants, but
there is a general trend in more complex eukaryotes
for an increase both in the number of homologous sub-
groups and the number of genes within these discrete
subgroups. Such events, reflecting gene duplication
and diversification, appear to be kingdom specific.
Plant cyclins in particular are encoded by larger num-
bers of genes than in animals, with even the small
genome of Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) encoding
10 CYCA, 11 CYCB, and 10 CYCD genes (Nieuwland
et al., 2007).
Plant CYCD sequences show low protein sequence
similarity to animal CYCD and form a separate clade
(Wang et al., 2004) but nevertheless share key features
reflecting the function of CYCD in a pathway that is
conserved between animals and plants, involving the
retinoblastoma (RB; animals) or RB-related gene (RBR;
plants) and E2F/DP transcription factors. The latter
are involved in regulating expression of many genes
required for cell cycle progression, S-phase entry, and
DNA replication. In nondividing cells, E2F/DP is bound
by the RBR protein, which itself recruits histone deacety-
lases to prevent expression of such genes. Phosphor-
ylation of RBR by CYCD-CDK complexes results in its
dissociation from promoter-bound E2F/DP complexes,
allowing expression of their target genes and progres-
sion of the cell into S phase (Uemukai et al., 2005). This
targeted phosphorylation is dependent on a specific
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RBR-binding motif present near the N terminus of
both animal and plant CYCD proteins and consisting
of the amino acid sequence LxCxE (where x represents
any amino acid; Soni et al., 1995; Ach et al., 1997;
Huntley et al., 1998). Plant and animal CYCD also
share the conserved cyclin_N domain and conserved
cyclin signature involved in CDK binding (Nugent
et al., 1991). In animals, CYCD have the specific
partner CDK4, but in plants, they associate in vivo
with the archetypal CDK called CDKA, a direct ho-
molog of animal and yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe)
CDK1/cdc2 (Healy et al., 2001).
CYCD in both animals and plants frequently re-
spond to mitogenic and other signals that promote
division and are therefore involved in the early stages
of commitment of the cell to mitotic division (Sherr,
1993, 1995; Dewitte and Murray, 2003). CYCD are
frequently unstable proteins degraded by specific pro-
teolysis mechanisms as part of the cells’ dynamic
response to their environment (Sherr, 1993; Planchais
et al., 2004). Indeed, in plants, CYCD expression is rate
limiting for cell division (Dewitte et al., 2003, 2007;
Menges et al., 2006; Qi and John, 2007) and, in certain
cases, growth (Cockcroft et al., 2000; Mizukami and
Fischer, 2000).
In Arabidopsis, the 10 CYCD genes have been
classified into six or seven subgroups (Oakenfull
et al., 2002; Vandepoele et al., 2002). Using this classi-
fication, the CYCD3 subgroup has three members, the
CYCD4 family two, and the other groups all have a
single member. The CYCD4 subgroup has relatively
high homology with CYCD2;1 and it has previously
been proposed that the CYCD4 cyclins should be re-
garded as members of the CYCD2 subgroup (Huntley
and Murray, 1999; Oakenfull et al., 2002; Wang et al.,
2004). In rice (Oryza sativa), which is separated from
Arabidopsis by at least 150 million years (Myr) of
evolution, the 14 CYCD genes fall into the same con-
served subgroups (Wang et al., 2004; La et al., 2006;
Guo et al., 2007). The rice CYCD2/CYCD4 subgroup has
five members and the CYCD1 and CYCD5 subgroups
three members each, whereas CYCD3, CYCD6, and
CYCD7 are represented by a single gene (see Table I). It
should be noted that here we use the original nomen-
clature of Ma and coworkers (Wang et al., 2004), which
differs in some cases from that proposed later by La
et al. (2006). For clarity, we provide a summary of the
corresponding gene names and IDs in Table I.
The genome sequence of poplar (Populus trichocarpa)
has recently become available, providing a model sys-
tem for tree genomics and a further eudicot species
that diverged from Arabidopsis approximately 120
Myr ago. To date, most of the poplar genome sequence
(approximately 480 Mb) has been assigned to the 19
chromosomes, with only a few small fragments still
unmapped. Here, we identify the poplar CYCD genes
and consider in more detail the structure and conser-
vation of CYCD subgroups in the two eudicot species
(poplar and Arabidopsis) and the monocot rice. We
present evidence of striking conservation suggestive
Table I. CYCD genes of Arabidopsis (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/
ath1/, TIGR annotation version 5.0, June 2007), poplar (http://
genome.jgi-psf.org/Poptr1_1/Poptr1_1.home.html, Populus
genome release 1.1, June 2007), and rice (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/
e2k1/osa1/, TIGR rice annotation release 5, June 2007), showing
the corresponding accession number
CYCD Species Accession No.
CycD1 group
Arath;CYCD1;1 Arabidopsis At1g70210
Orysa;CYCD1;1 Rice Os09g21450
Orysa;CYCD1;2 Rice Os06g12980
Orysa;CYCD1;3 Rice Os08g32540
Poptr;CYCD1;1 Poplar AM746109
Poptr;CYCD1;2 Poplar AM746110
Poptr;CYCD1;3 Poplar AM746111
Poptr;CYCD1;4 Poplar AM746112
Poptr;CYCD1;5 Poplar AM746113
CycD2/4 group
Arath;CYCD2;1 Arabidopsis At2g22490
Orysa;CYCD2;1 Rice Os07g42860
Orysa;CYCD2;2 Rice Os06g11410
Orysa;CYCD2;3 Rice Os03g27420
Poptr;CYCD2;1 Poplar AM746114
Poptr;CYCD2;2 Poplar AM746115
Arath;CYCD4;1 Arabidopsis At5g65420
Arath;CYCD4;2 Arabidopsis At5g10440
Orysa;CYCD4;1 Rice Os09g29100
Orysa;CYCD4;2 Rice Os08g37390
CycD3 group
Arath;CYCD3;1 Arabidopsis At4g34160
Arath;CYCD3;2 Arabidopsis At5g67260
Arath;CYCD3;3 Arabidopsis At3g50070
Orysa;CYCD3;1 Rice Os09g02360
Poptr;CYCD3;1 Poplar AM746116
Poptr;CYCD3;2 Poplar AM746117
Poptr;CYCD3;3 Poplar AM746118
Poptr;CYCD3;4 Poplar AM746119
Poptr;CYCD3;5 Poplar AM746120
Poptr;CYCD3;6 Poplar AM746121
CycD5 group
Arath;CYCD5;1 Arabidopsis At4g37630
Orysa;CYCD5;1 Rice Os12g39830
Orysa;CYCD5;2 Rice Os03g42070
Orysa;CYCD5;3 Rice Os03g10650
Poptr;CYCD5;1 Poplar AM746122
Poptr;CYCD5;2 Poplar AM746123
Poptr;CYCD5;3 Poplar AM746124
CycD6 group
Arath;CYCD6;1 Arabidopsis At4g03270
Orysa;CYCD6;1 Rice Os07g37010
Poptr;CYCD6;1 Poplar AM746125
Poptr;CYCD6;2 Poplar AM746126
Poptr;CYCD6;3 Poplar AM746127
Poptr;CYCD6;4 Poplar AM746128
Poptr;CYCD6;5 Poplar AM746129
CycD7 group
Arath;CYCD7;1 Arabidopsis At5g02110
Orysa;CYCD7;1 Rice Os11g47950
Poptr;CYCD7;1 Poplar AM746130
Moss CycD
Phypa;CYCD P. patens AJ488282
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of distinct functions for different CYCD subgroups
between monocots and eudicots and between annual
herbs and perennial woody plants. Global expression
correlation analysis of Arabidopsis and rice CYCD
genes supports the proposal of distinct functions for
CYCD subgroups.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Identification of Poplar CYCD Genes
The genome sequence of the poplar species black
cottonwood (Tuskan et al., 2006; http://genome.jgi-psf.
org/Poptr1_1/Poptr1_1.home.html; Populus genome
release 1.1, June 2007) was searched both for annotated
cyclin genes and by BLAST searching with Arabidop-
sis CYCD protein sequences. This resulted in identifi-
cation of 22 candidate CYCD genes, which were further
analyzed to identify subgroup relationships to Arabi-
dopsis and rice CYCD.
Predicted protein sequence alignment and phyloge-
netic tree analysis using the full CYCD sequences from
Arabidopsis, rice, and poplar clearly shows that the
poplar CYCD cluster with putative orthologs from
Arabidopsis and rice within each of the clades corre-
sponding to the CYCD1, CYCD2/CYCD4, CYCD3,
CYCD5, CYCD6, and CYCD7 subgroups (Fig. 1). Six
poplar CYCD3 genes are identified consisting of three
pairs of closely related genes arising from genome
duplication (see below), which all show closer homol-
ogy to CYCD3 genes in Arabidopsis than to the single
CYCD3 gene of rice. The poplar genome encodes five
members of both the CYCD1 and the CYCD6 sub-
groups, the latter of which has only a single member in
both Arabidopsis and rice. The CYCD5 family has
Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree analysis of the 52 CYCD protein sequences from Arabidopsis (AtCYCD), poplar (PtCYCD), rice
(OsCYCD), moss (P. patens, Phypa;CYCD), and algae (C. reinhardtii, CrCYCD;O. tauri, OtCYCD). Full protein sequences were
analyzed with ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994) and bootstrap values calculated in PHYML (http://atgc.lirmm.fr/phyml/;
Guindon and Gascuel, 2003). Bootstrap values are shown at each node of the constructed unrooted tree. Corresponding gene
IDs of all Arabidopsis, poplar, rice, andmoss cyclins are listed in Table I (Wang et al., 2004; La et al., 2006). [See online article for
color version of this figure.]
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three members, and, based on sequence similarity and
highest similarity to other plant species, we identify
two CYCD2 genes in poplar. As in Arabidopsis and
rice, the CYCD7 group has only a single member.
Renaudin et al. (1996) defined the accepted nomen-
clature for plant cyclins to avoid confusion in these
large gene families. According to the guidelines of the
then Committee for Plant Gene Nomenclature, this con-
sists of the species abbreviation as used in SWISSPROT
(a two-letter abbreviation being insufficient for the
range of plants for which gene sequences exist), the
gene name according to cyclin class (CYCD) and sub-
group CYCD1 to CYCD7, and a member (allele) num-
ber used to distinguish multiple genes in the same
subgroup in a species. While subgroup numbers indi-
cate homology, allele numbers are arbitrary according
to the order of their cloning or identification (Renaudin
et al., 1996). A summary of the proposed CYCD gene
nomenclature in poplar according to these guidelines
is provided in Table I, together with accession num-
bers for the predicted cDNA sequences.
Evolutionary analysis suggests that the monocot-
eudicot divergence happened approximately 140 to
150 Myr ago (Chaw et al., 2004), and the lineage of the
two dicot species Arabidopsis and poplar split some
30 to 50 Myr later (approximately 100–120 Myr ago).
Consistent with the identification of CYCD subgroups,
poplar CYCD3, CYCD5, CYCD6, and CYCD7 groups
all show higher similarity to orthologous genes in
Arabidopsis compared to rice (Fig. 1).
As discussed above, previous analysis of both
Arabidopsis and rice CYCD genes has led to the
conclusion that the CYCD4 cyclins should be regarded
as members of the CYCD2 subgroup (Huntley and
Murray, 1999; Oakenfull et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2004).
This similarity between the CYCD2 and CYCD4 sub-
groups was further confirmed by our phylogenetic
analysis incorporating the poplar genes, which re-
vealed that no clear specific CYCD4 homolog could be
identified but that the six groups corresponding to
CYCD1, CYCD2/4, CYCD3, CYCD5, CYCD6, and
CYCD7 are recognizable. This supports the identifica-
tion of six common ancestors of these groups predat-
ing the separation of monocots and eudicots. Indeed,
Arabidopsis CYCD2;1 is as related to Arabidopsis
CYCD4;1 and CYCD4;2 as to orthologous rice and
poplar genes, and the lack of evidence for distinctive
orthologs within the CYCD2/CYCD4 subgroup be-
tween eudicots and monocots supports the origin of a
combined CYCD2/CYCD4 group before the split
(Wang et al., 2004). However, the present nomencla-
ture is now well established for Arabidopsis and its
revision would cause considerable confusion.
We extended our analysis with further CYCD se-
quences from moss and green algae (Fig. 1). The oldest
fossil record of green algae dates to 700 to 750 Myr ago,
whereas mosses appeared approximately 450 to 500
Myr ago. The CYCD sequence from the moss Physco-
mitrella patens (Phypa;CYCD, AJ488282), as well as a
total of five CYCD genes from green algae, three from
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (CrCYCD1 5 C_140186;
CrCYCD25 C_290120; CrCYCD35 C_1460039; Bisova
et al., 2005), and two fromOstreococcus tauri (OtCYCD15
AY675099; OtCYCD25 e_gw1.18.00.99.1; Robbens et al.,
2005; http://genome.jgi-psf.org/cgi-bin/searchGM?db5
Ostta4) were included. Phylogenetic tree analysis us-
ing full protein sequences shows that Phypa;CYCD
clearly clusters closer to the CYCD groups of other
angiosperm species, whereas CYCD from green algae
are outliers with a more distant relationship to the
CYCD of vascular plants and cannot be assigned as
members of specific higher plant CYCD subgroups.
Chromosomal Distribution of Cyclin D Genes in Poplar
Analysis of the poplar genome suggests that the
most recent duplication event in the Salicaceae oc-
curred 60 to 65 Myr ago and affected approximately
92% of the Populus genome, although the slow rate of
accumulated nucleotide divergence in Populus means
that this equates to only 8 to 13 Myr in Arabidopsis
(Tuskan et al., 2006). Further analysis of the 22 CYCD
genes of poplar shows that they are distributed over 14
of the 19 poplar chromosomes (Fig. 2). On chromo-
some II, we find three CYCD genes of different sub-
groups, all of which are represented on duplicated
regions in three distinct locations in the genome, al-
though in the case ofPoptr;CYCD3;1 this is on a as-of-yet-
unattributed scaffold fragment (Scaf40). Chromosomes
I, V, VII, IX, and XI each have two CYCD genes, and
chromosomes III, IV, VI, VIII, X, XIII, XIV, and XIX
contain a single CYCD gene. Homologous CYCD genes
located on different chromosomes in poplar that are
found in regions that resulted from the salicoid seg-
mental duplication are highlighted (Fig. 2; Tuskan
et al., 2006). As expected, all duplicated pairs are more
closely related than other genes of the same subgroup
(Fig. 1). Poptr;CYCD5;1 and Poptr;CYCD7;1 are located
in regions unaffected by the genome duplication
(Tuskan et al., 2006). Poptr;CYCD1;5 and Poptr;CYCD6;1
are also unpaired genes in single copy although lying
within regions that are otherwise apparently dupli-
cated.
We conclude that the six major subgroups of plant
CYCD genes are conserved across angiosperm evolu-
tion in both ephemeral herbs and woody perennials
and that all three model species contain at least one
representative member of each of the subgroups. This
conservation suggests distinct and important func-
tions of each subgroup.
Exon and Intron Organization of CYCD Are Conserved
in Angiosperms and Moss But Not Algae
We examined the exon-intron organization for a
total of 52 CYCD genes from angiosperms, moss, and
algae. In most cases, striking conservation of gene
structure is found. Moss Phypa;CYCD consists of six
exons (exon length: 1, 276 bp; 2, 87 bp; 3, 99 bp; 4, 202
bp; 5, 128 bp, 6, 291 bp), and this distribution and
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length of exons and introns in moss is remarkably
conserved with most angiosperm CYCD subgroups
(Fig. 3; Supplemental Fig. S1; Supplemental Table S1).
The ancestral CYCD gene structure is characterized by
the first exon ending at a constant position within the
highly conserved cyclin signature, essential for cyclin
binding to its partner CDK. Without an intact cyclin
signature, cyclins are nonfunctional. All CYCD genes
except those of the algae and the CYCD3 subgroup (see
below) and two others (Poptr;CYCD1;4, potentially a
pseudogene and Poptr;CYCD2;1) have conserved this
feature. Furthermore, in almost all cases, exon 4 con-
tains the junction between the cyclin N-terminal and
C-terminal homology. We therefore propose that the
distribution of CYCD genes over six exons is repre-
sentative of the structure of the first plant ancestral
CYCD gene to appear on land 450 Myr ago. This
ancestral CYCD gene has diverged into the various
CYCD subgroups, with subsequent duplication of
genes within each subgroup. In contrast, available
algae CYCD gene sequences do not show conservation
of structure with moss and higher plants.
This ancestral structure is conserved overall for most
members of the CYCD1,CYCD2/4, and CYCD6 groups.
Nine of the 10 CYCD3 genes, however, have only four
exons (Orysa;CYCD3;1 has three exons), with a con-
served length of both central exons (exon 2, 202 bp;
exon 3, 131 bp; Fig. 3; Supplemental Table S1). Strik-
ingly, allCYCD3genes in all three species, including the
single rice Orysa;CYCD3;1, do not have their cyclin
signature split by an intron, and the first exon repre-
sents exons 1 to 3 from the ancestral gene structure,
suggesting these fused into one exon when the original
CYCD3 gene arose in angiosperms. A similar phenom-
enon is seen in all CYCD5 genes, where the ancestral
exons 3 and 4 have similarly fused into one exon.
Whereas exon length, particularly of the central
exons, is conserved or very similar between members
of CYCD subgroups, intron length can show variation.
This is notable in theCYCD1 andCYCD2/4 subgroups,
Figure 2. Genomic localization of poplar CYCDgenes. The schematic viewof chromosome reorganization in poplar after themost
recent genome-wide salicoid-specific duplication event 65Myr ago is adapted from Tuskan et al. (2006). Regions that are assumed
to correspond to homologous genome blocks are shaded gray and connectedwith lines. To illustrate the genomic distribution of the
poplar CYCD genes (Poptr ;CYCDs), 17 of the 19 poplar chromosomes are presented as vertical or horizontal bars and indicated by
their linkage group number (I–XIX). In addition, one unattributed scaffold (Scaf40) containing Poptr ;CYCD3;1 gene is shown.
Poptr ;CYCD genes are represented by colored boxes. Recent duplication events between paralogous CYCD genes are indicated
using colored dashed lines within the gray-filled trapezoids. [See online article for color version of this figure.]
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which also both tend to have a higher degree of ge-
nomic structural differences from the common pattern.
However, the overall evolutionary conservation ob-
served for the exon-intron arrangement ofCYCD genes
in various subgroups between Arabidopsis, poplar,
and rice is consistentwith the appearance of the various
subgroups before the monocot-eudicot divergence ap-
proximately 140 to 150 Myr ago (Chaw et al., 2004) and
the proposal that these evolved from an ancestral gene
represented by the single CYCD gene present in moss.
To understand the wider implications of CYCD gene
evolution, we also compared the structure of the three
human CYCD genes, which are representative of the
genes from other vertebrates, with Arabidopsis. Hu-
man cyclin D1 shares only 24% to 28% identity (45%–
49% similarity; data not shown) with Arabidopsis
Figure 3. Genomic domain structure of
52 CYCD genes of plants, moss, and algae.
The PFAM motifs (http://pfam.janelia.org/
hmmsearch.shtml) for the Cyclin, N terminal
(green boxes) and Cyclin, C terminal (orange
boxes), LxCxE motif (blue box), and cyclin
signature (burgundy boxes) are shown as in-
dicated. All plant CYCDs contain a cyclin_N
domain with a distinct cyclin signature close
to the N terminus at the end of exon 1 and start
of exon 2, with the exception of the CYCD3s,
in which the cyclin signature is found wholly
in exon 1. All but Arath;CYCD5;1, Orysa;
CYCD1;1, Poptr;CYCD6;1, Orysa;CYCD3;1,
Orysa;CYCD5;3, and Poptr;CYCD7;1 contain
a cyclin_C domain. Nearly all CYCD have a
LxCxE responsible for RBR binding close to
the N terminus, with Arath;CYCD5;1 showing
a variant motif (for detail see Supplemental
Table S2). [See online article for color version
of this figure.]
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CYCD1;1, CYCD2;1, and CYCD3;1, but Figure 4 shows
that two key exon/intron boundaries are also con-
served in vertebrates, corresponding to the end of
exon 1 in the cyclin signature and the highly conserved
splice junction within the cyclin_C domain (boundary
of exons 4 and 5 of the ancestral plant gene; Fig. 4).
These highly conserved sites that interrupt key func-
tional domains of the protein might reduce the chance
of partial genes with damaging ectopic function, and
the broad pattern we observe in plants is consistent
with occasional intron loss in the evolution of certain
CYCD subgroups. In contrast, the algae appear to
show entirely distinct intronic distribution with no
relic of an ancestral gene structure.
Cyclin Domain and Cyclin Box Protein Sequences
Plant cyclins display the same typical structural or-
ganization as cyclins from other eukaryotes, with a
conserved region of 250 amino acids called the cyclin
core consisting of the cyclin_N and cyclin_C domains
(Nugent et al., 1991). The cyclin_N domain is about 120
amino acids long and spans the CDK-binding region
with a conserved cyclin signature of eight amino acids
(Supplemental Table S2; Wang et al., 2004; Nieuwland
et al., 2007). The cyclin_N domain spans five helices
(H1–H5) of the cyclin A protein structure (Jeffrey et al.,
1995), and is also called the cyclin box. It is the defining
domain for cyclins, and contains five noncontiguous
highly conserved residues shown to be essential for
activity in mitotic cyclins, which are also highly con-
served in CYCD (Fig. 5). Almost all of the 46 Arabi-
dopsis, rice, and poplar CYCD have a conserved Arg
(R) residuebefore the conservedTrp (W) residue aspart
of the distinctive box corresponding to the helix H1, a
conserved Asp (D) residue as part of a modified DRF-
motif corresponding to helix H2, a conserved Leu (L)
and Lys (K) residue as part of a modified QL- and
K(V/M)EE-motif corresponding to helix H3, and a Glu
(E) residue corresponding to helix H5 inmitotic cyclins
(for CYCD3 group as example, see Fig. 5; Renaudin
et al., 1996). The Trp residue at the start of the cyclin
Figure 4. Protein sequence relationships and exon structures of Arabidopsis, moss, and human CYCDs. A, Aligned protein
sequences are presentedwith the regions corresponding to successive exons colored according to their homology to the six moss
exons. The cyclin signature is boxed, and the five most highly conserved residues required for cyclin function are indicated with
stars. Note the conservation of exon boundaries in the cyclin signature and between exons IV and V. B, Cluster and bootstrap
analysis for aligned sequences as shown in A. [See online article for color version of this figure.]
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core motif within helix H1 is present in all subgroups
with the exception of CYCD6. However, the position of
all other five core residues in the cyclin_N domain is
highly conserved in CYCD6, indicating that the overall
helical structure is maintained. The cyclin_C domain is
less conserved and is present in most, but not all,
cyclins, suggesting a specific but perhaps not critical
function of this domain (Wang et al., 2004). It is present
in all but seven of the 47 CYCD sequences examined
here (Arabidopsis CYCD5;1; rice Orysa;CYCD1;1,
Orysa;CYCD3;1, and Orysa;CYCD5;3; and poplar
Poptr;CYCD5;2, Poptr;CYCD6;1, and Poptr;CYCD7;1).
LxCxE RBR-Binding Motif
Animal cyclin D and most plant CYCD have the
amino acid motif LxCxE near their amino terminus
(Ewen et al., 1993; Soni et al., 1995), required for binding
to the RB or RBR protein. This is part of a longer se-
quence xLxCxExxx in which the positively charged
residues Lys or Arg significantly reduce the interaction
withRBR (Singh et al., 2005). The interaction ofCYCD1,
CYCD2, and CYCD3 with RBR has been demonstrated
invitro and early studies have shown that it depends on
an intact LxCxE motif (Ach et al., 1997; Huntley et al.,
1998;Nakagami et al., 1999, 2002; Boniotti andGutierrez,
2001; Koroleva et al., 2004; Kawamura et al., 2006).
In Arabidopsis, CYCD4;2 and CYCD6;1 have no
canonical LxCxE motif within their coding sequence,
and CYCD5;1 has a slightly divergent motif (LxxCxE;
Supplemental Table S2; Vandepoele et al., 2002). De-
spite this, CYCD4;2 has similar effects when overex-
pressed to other CYCD (Kono et al., 2006). Whether the
presence of the related motifs LxSxE (LESEE) and
LxxSxD (LVNSFDD) within CYCD4;2 may be involved
in RBR binding is unknown but conceivable. In rice, 13
cyclins have the conserved LxCxE motif in their se-
quence with only OsCYCD6;1 missing this structural
feature (Supplemental Table S2; Figs. 3 and 6). Indeed,
no CYCD6 protein from any of the species has the
LxCxE motif, including all five of the poplar CYCD6
genes, indicating that this is a specific and identifying
feature of this subgroup (Figs. 3 and 6). All other plant
CYCDs contain the LxCxE motif except Poptr;CYCD1;4
and Poptr;CYCD5;3, although these may represent
truncated genes.
Distinct variants of the LxCxE motif are also present
in different subgroups. The consensus CYCD1 se-
quence is LLCGE, for CYCD2 LLCAE, CYCD3 LYCEE,
and CYCD7 LLC(D/E)E. CYCD5 has a more variable
sequence with Q, R, H, and Y at position 5, which are
not present in these positions in other CYCD (apart
from a single example: Orysa;CYCD2;2 has Y at posi-
tion 5). These distinct variants may suggest subgroup-
specific differences in RBR binding.
PEST Sequences and Potential CDK
Phosphorylation Motifs
Human CYCD are degraded rapidly by ubiquitin-
mediated proteolysis, a mechanism in which phos-
phorylation of the Thr-286 (T286) residue by glycogen
synthase kinase-3b is implicated (Diehl and Sherr,
1997; Diehl et al., 1997, 1998). T286 or its equivalent is
located within a hydrophilic PEST domain (rich in Pro
[P], Gln [E], Ser [S], and Thr [T]), a conserved struc-
tural feature in CYCD of various organisms, including
plants, and therefore a similar mechanism for the
regulation of CYCD levels might be operational in
plants (Rechsteiner and Rogers, 1996; Nakagami et al.,
2002; Oakenfull et al., 2002). With the exception of
Arath;CYCD4;2, all Arabidopsis CYCD contain a po-
tential or poor PEST region (Table II), which is vari-
ously located N terminal or C terminal to the cyclin
box or both (Fig. 6; Wang et al., 2004; Menges et al.,
2006). Overall, 35 of the 47 CYCD analyzed have at
least one detected poor PESTregion (PESTfind score$
0) within their sequence (Table II), although for only 15
of these are strong PEST sequences present. Neverthe-
less, PEST regions are general features of G1 cyclins
and suggest that plant CYCD are likely to be short-
lived proteins like their animal homologs. This has been
experimentally confirmed for Arabidopsis CYCD3;1,
which is degraded by a proteasome-dependent path-
way (Planchais et al., 2004).
In mammalian cells, T286 phosphorylation is im-
portant for the full ability of cyclin D1 to activate CDKs
and for intracellular localization, stability, and degra-
dation (Diehl and Sherr, 1997; Diehl et al., 1997, 1998;
Germain et al., 2000). In plants, Nakagami et al. (2002)
showed that Thr-191 (T191) of tobacco (Nicotiana
tabacum) CYCD3;3 is a putative phosphorylation site
Figure 5. Aligned sequences of CYCD3 cyclins from Arabidopsis, rice, and poplar in the cyclin_N domain as indicated in
Supplemental Table S2. The bold stars highlight highly conserved residues proven to be essential for cyclin activity and boxes
indicate further regions of high conservation within plant CYCD (Renaudin et al., 1996). The lines drawn above the sequences
indicate the helix domains of the structure of bovine cyclin A (Jeffrey et al., 1995), as adapted from Renaudin et al. (1996).
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Table II. Locations of PEST sequences and putative CDK phosphorylation sites
Positions of S and T in S/TP dipeptides are shown, with the equivalent to the demonstrated phosphorylation site T191 of tobacco CYCD3;3 shown in
bold (Nakagami et al., 2002). Full CDK consensus phosphorylation sites (S/TPxR/K) are underlined, although it should be noted that not all such sites
appear to be active substrates (Ubersax et al., 2003), and minimal S/TP dipeptides are also known to be CDK phosphorylated in certain proteins (Nash
et al., 2001; Moses et al., 2007).
CYCD
Potential PEST
Region Amino
Acids (Score)
Poor PEST
Region Amino
Acids (Score)
Putative CDK Phosphorylation
Sites Amino Acid and Position
CycD1 group
Arath;CYCD1;1 307–321 (112.11) 11–60 (12.45); 254–266 (11.59) S256; S318; T185; T288
Orysa;CYCD1;1 – 1–65 (11.27) S63; T185
Orysa;CYCD1;2 42–76 (114.17) – S51; S114; S286; T86; T227
Orysa;CYCD1;3 319–350 (114.09) 1–17 (11.73); 17–93 (13.46) S51; S96; S346; T218
Poptr;CYCD1;1 1–34 (17.72) – S24; T175
Poptr;CYCD1;2 – 1–34 (13.83) S24; T175
Poptr;CYCD1;3 – – S6; T160; T207
Poptr;CYCD1;4 – 231–250 (14.72) S214; T95
Poptr;CYCD1;5 – – S198; S305; T9; T182; T226; T271
CycD2/4 group
Arath;CYCD2;1 – 42–66 (11.31); 241–266 (10.27);
332–356 (14.56)
S315; S344; T200
Orysa;CYCD2;1 – – S306; T198; T354
Orysa;CYCD2;2 204–218 (15.47) – S302; S324; T210
Orysa;CYCD2;3 8–48 (18.14) – S310; T209
Poptr;CYCD2;1 – – S322; T211; T228; T351
Poptr;CYCD2;2 – 1–40 (10.39) S308; T196; T213; T334
Arath;CYCD4;1 – 1–53 (12.90) S252; T27; T181; T281
Arath;CYCD4;2 – – S50; T172; T268
Orysa;CYCD4;1 – 161–179 (12.94) S296; S309; S345; T206
Orysa;CYCD4;2 – – S334; S371; T213
CycD3 group
Arath;CYCD3;1 28–69 (15.08); 302–351 (110.89) – S47; S310; S343; T190; T375
Arath;CYCD3;2 297–341 (15.12) – S306; S335; T199
Arath;CYCD3;3 – 1–29 (12.62) S232; S282; S297; S326; S359; T189
Orysa;CYCD3;1 – 338–356 (13.54) S302; T189
Poptr;CYCD3;1 – 315–351 (13.06) S322; S349; T209
Poptr;CYCD3;2 – 298–338 (12.33) S305; S332; T193
Poptr;CYCD3;3 – 23–65 (12.67); 299–340 (12.07) S306; S334; T192
Poptr;CYCD3;4 – 35–81 (14.91) S48; S138; S351; T208; T319
Poptr;CYCD3;5 – – S13; S55; S311; S369; T308
Poptr;CYCD3;6 – 304–345 (12.61) S13; S55; S311; S369; T308
CycD5 group
Arath;CYCD5;1 304–318 (15.35) – S314; T176; T283
Orysa;CYCD5;1 – 318–355 (10.38) S165; S288; T203
Orysa;CYCD5;2 – 323–355 (14.75) S297; T215
Orysa;CYCD5;3 21–54 (18.71) – S341; T13; T199; T331
Poptr;CYCD5;1 – – T186; T203; T285
Poptr;CYCD5;2 – 1–35 (10.00) S7; S194; T177
Poptr;CYCD5;3 – 35–458 (12.58) S7; S144; S195; T178
CycD6 group
Arath;CYCD6;1 – 15–29 (10.36) S291; T157
Orysa;CYCD6;1 – – S28; S45; S207; T161; T272
Poptr;CYCD6;1 2–15 (15.01) – T153
Poptr;CYCD6;2 274–295 (111.20) – T152; T263
Poptr;CYCD6;3 274–299 (18.20) 13–30 (10.58) T152; T263
Poptr;CYCD6;4 – – T20; T149; T259
Poptr;CYCD6;5 – – T152; T262
CycD7 group
Arath;CYCD7;1 – 1–24 (11.09) S13; T16; T142
Orysa;CYCD7;1 1–56 (115.05) – S286; T25; T43; T189; T235
Poptr;CYCD7;1 – – S13; S301; T16; T141
Moss CycD
Phypa;CYCD 323–340 (118.18) – S2; S100; S300; S312; S326; S332; T186
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Figure 6. Protein structure and relationships of vascular plant CYCD. Left, Phylogenetic tree analysis of CYCD genes in each of
the six defined subgroups was performed as described in Figure 1 using the PHYML algorithm after multiple sequence alignment
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important for full kinase activity and nuclear import in
tobacco BY-2 cells. In Arabidopsis CYCD3;1, there are
five putative phosphorylation sites for Pro-directed
kinases based on the conserved motif S/TP, of which
three are found in putative PEST regions (Fig. 6; Table
II; Menges et al., 2006). Indeed, Ser-343 (S343) of
Arabidopsis CYCD3;1 is phosphorylated in suspension-
cultured cells under the various growth states exam-
ined (Menges et al., 2006), although no evidence was
found for S343 phosphorylation being involved in
protein turnover.
We provide an overview of putative CDK phosphor-
ylation sites in the CYCD of Arabidopsis, rice, and
poplar in Figure 6 and Table II. The majority of the
potential phosphorylation sites identified are located
C terminal in the protein sequence. Strikingly, we find
that independent of overall protein length, almost all
(42/47) of the CYCD sequences have a conserved
phosphorylation site located immediately at the be-
ginning of the cyclin_C domain (Fig. 6; Table II). This
corresponds to T191 of tobacco CYCD3;3, suggesting
this highly conserved site is important for CYCD,
probably for full kinase activity and nuclear import.
We also note that the phosphorylated residue iden-
tified in Arabidopsis CYCD3;1 at S343 is close to the
carboxy terminus in a region rich in hydrophilic amino
acids, particularly Ser and Glu, and several other
CYCD contain sites at similar positions in regions
rich in these amino acids or Asn. Several CYCD3 also
contain a possible CDK phosphorylation site (TP) at
their extreme carboxy terminus, but the functionality
and potential role of this is unknown.
Global Correlation Analysis of CYCD Expression
Genome-wide analysis of cell cycle genes in Arabi-
dopsis (Vandepoele et al., 2002; Menges et al., 2005)
and rice (Guo et al., 2007) suggests that plants contain
a much larger number of genes encoding potential cell
cycle regulators (up to 100 genes in Arabidopsis;
Vandepoele et al., 2002; Torres Acosta et al., 2004;
Wang et al., 2004; Menges et al., 2005), but for most of
these genes, it is still unclear whether they represent
diverse functions, duplicated functions, or display
tissue-specific expression. We previously analyzed
327 publicly available microarray data sets and found
that most core cell cycle genes are expressed across
almost all plant tissues, although some show strong
tissue specificity (Menges et al., 2005). Further analysis
using the expressionmap of Arabidopsis development
(Schmid et al., 2005) and data from specific cell types
derived from cell sorting (Birnbaum et al., 2003) shows
that all three Arabidopsis CYCD3 genes and CYCD6;1
are highly correlated in their expression with mitotic
cyclins, indicating that this may reflect the concentra-
tion of dividing cells in the samples (Menges and
Murray, 2007). CYCD1;1 shows the highest abundance
in flower samples and the shoot apex and also appears
to be particularly expressed in shoot samples, whereas
CYCD3;3 and CYCD4;1 appear to be more highly
expressed in roots. CYCD2;1, although more or less
constantly expressed, shows the highest expression in
mature pollen (Menges and Murray, 2007).
We sought to extend the analysis of cell cycle genes
and to understand further whether the distinct CYCD
subgroups correlate with expression profile differences.
Using publicly available data for about 1,730 Affyme-
trix ATH1 GeneChip arrays (Supplemental Table S3),
we correlated the expression levels of eachof the 86 core
cell cycle regulators represented by probe sets on the
arraywith all other unique genes across thewide range
of tissues and experimental conditions represented by
the available arrays and clustered the linear correlation
coefficients (Fig. 7; Supplemental Fig. S2 for detailed
heatmap). The resulting cluster tree clearly confirms
that all three CYCD3 and CYCD6;1 show the closest
relationship to other knownmitosis-related core cell cy-
clegenes,mostnotablyCYCAandCYCB, and themitosis-
specific CDKB2 genes (Fig. 7). CYCD1;1, CYCD4;1,
CYCD5;1, and notably CYCD2;1 are more distantly
related to the mitotic cluster (as is cyclin CYCD4;2,
which is poorly detected), suggesting roles distinct
from CYCD3 and CYCD6.
Extensive microarray data is not available for rice or
poplar, but datasets derived from massively parallel
signature sequencing (MPSS) are available for Arabi-
dopsis (http://mpss.udel.edu/at/;Meyers et al., 2004)
and rice (http://mpss.udel.edu/rice/; Nakano et al.,
2006). We analyzed the available data for expression of
CYCD genes, which in the case of Arabidopsis (Sup-
plemental Table S4) broadly confirms the data from the
microarray expression atlas of development (Menges
andMurray, 2007) and confirms strongly different tran-
script distributions in different tissues. The rice MPSS
data shows that transcripts of severalCYCDgeneswere
not detected, and others are again strongly tissue spe-
cific (Supplemental Table S5). For example, CYCD2;1 is
strongly expressed in developing seed and seed ger-
minating in the light (as also previously reported for
Arabidopsis CYCD2;1; Masubelele et al., 2005) but
absent in the dark. The only other rice CYCD gene
detected as expressed in germinating seeds was
Figure 6. (Continued.)
(ClustalW v 1.83, Guindon and Gascuel, 2003). Right, Graphic representation of protein domain structure and analyzed motifs in
plant CYCD. Potential PEST regions were predicted by the program PESTfind (https://emb1.bcc.univie.ac.at/toolbox/pestfind/
pestfind-analysis-webtool.htm; Rechsteiner and Rogers, 1996), and strong PEST sequences are shaded gray. *, Putative phosphor-
ylation sites for CDKs and other Pro-directed kinases, based on the presence of S/TP dipeptides. The equivalent to the functional
T191 of tobacco CYCD3;3 is indicated by a lavender-colored asterisk (Nakagami et al., 2002). For detailed analysis results, see Table
II. Blue box, LxCxE motif; green box, cyclin N_domain; orange box, cyclin_C domain; burgundy box, cyclin signature. [See online
article for color version of this figure.]
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Figure 7. The linear Pearson coefficient of 86 core cell cycle geneswith all genes represented by unique probes on the Affymetrix
ATH1 GeneChip array over 1,730 experiments was calculated as described in ‘‘Materials and Methods’’ and imported into
GeneMaths (version 2.01) for hierarchical cluster analysis (right). The heatmap represents a compressed picture of all 21,692
unique genes represented by probes on the ATH1 array (left to right), with the color representing the degree of correlation from
white/blue (low) to red/black (high) with each of these probe sets (for an uncompressed and more detailed picture see
Supplemental Fig. S2). The cluster tree on the right represents the similarity of expression of each cell cycle regulator across all
probe sets with other cell cycle genes. Two specific groups of coregulated genes are indicated (pollen specific and mitosis
associated). For more information on core cell cycle gene function, see Menges et al. (2005).
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Table III. Global expression correlators of CYCD
For each Arabidopsis CYCD gene, the highest correlating genes (see ‘‘Materials and Methods’’ for detailed analysis) were subjected to GO analysis
using the BiNGO software (Maere et al., 2005). GOC, GO category; GO-ID, GO identifier. GO terms in the table were selected for their highest
significance based on P values in each GO category. The cluster frequency corresponding to the correlator set of each CYCD gene represents the
number of times each GO-ID occurs compared to the total number in the correlator set that belong to an assigned GOC (actual numbers and percent
values). Note that not all genes have an assigned BP, MF, or CC. The total frequency for all annotations in the Arabidopsis genome is also given.
Gene Correlators GOC GO-ID Description P Value Cluster Frequency Total Frequency
CYCD1;1 220 ($0.6) BP 7169 Transmembrane receptor protein Tyr
kinase signaling pathway
8.25E-10 13/162 8.0% 115/20,763 0.5%
7010 Cytoskeleton organization and
biogenesis
1.45E-05 10/162 6.1% 145/20,763 0.6%
7049 Cell cycle 2.20E-05 8/162 4.9% 87/20,763 0.4%
MF 4674 Protein Ser/Thr kinase activity 8.35E-08 15/176 8.5% 232/22,033 1.0%
3677 DNA binding 4.23E-05 32/176 18.1% 1,600/22,033 7.2%
CC 31225 Anchored to membrane 2.01E-06 12/168 7.1% 189/21,632 0.8%
CYCD2;1 19 ($0.5) None
CYCD3;1 233 ($0.75) BP 7010 Cytoskeleton organization
and biogenesis
2.41E-17 21/182 11.5% 145/20,763 0.6%
7018 Microtubule-based movement 1.74E-13 12/182 6.5% 43/20,763 0.2%
74 Regulation of progression
through cell cycle
1.21E-09 10/182 5.4% 54/20,763 0.2%
6263 DNA-dependent DNA replication 1.04E-08 8/182 4.3% 33/20,763 0.1%
MF 3777 Microtubule motor activity 2.28E-15 14/179 7.8% 56/22,033 0.2%
3753 Cyclin-dependent protein kinase
regulator activity
1.07E-07 6/179 3.3% 16/22,033 0.0%
4674 Protein Ser/Thr kinase activity 1.25E-05 12/179 6.7% 232/22,033 1.0%
CC 5875 Microtubule associated complex 1.39E-14 13/176 7.3% 52/21,632 0.2%
31225 Anchored to membrane 5.84E-06 11/176 6.2% 189/21,632 0.8%
43228 Non-membrane-bound organelle 7.54E-06 19/176 10.7% 621/21,632 2.8%
CYCD3;2 243 ($0.75) BP 7010 Cytoskeleton organization
and biogenesis
5.13E-11 16/181 8.8% 145/20,763 0.6%
7018 Microtubule-based movement 8.06E-09 9/181 4.9% 43/20,763 0.2%
6263 DNA-dependent DNA replication 1.70E-08 8/181 4.4% 33/20,763 0.1%
74 Regulation of progression
through cell cycle
1.20E-05 7/181 3.8% 54/20,763 0.2%
MF 3777 Microtubule motor activity 1.83E-10 11/186 5.9% 56/22,033 0.2%
3753 Cyclin-dependent protein
kinase regulator activity
8.12E-06 5/186 2.6% 16/22,033 0.0%
5488 Binding 5.96 E-05 71/186 38.1% 5,061/22,033 22.9%
4674 Protein Ser/Thr kinase activity 8.75E-05 11/186 5.9% 232/22,033 1.0%
CC 5875 Microtubule-associated complex 8.35E-10 10/179 5.5% 52/21,632 0.2%
31225 Anchored to membrane 7.84E-08 13/179 7.2% 189/21,632 0.8%
CYCD3;3 308 ($0.75) BP 6996 Organelle organization
and biogenesis
1.76E-16 34/238 14.2% 427/20,763 2.0%
7010 Cytoskeleton organization
and biogenesis
6.28E-14 20/238 8.4% 145/20,763 0.6%
7018 Microtubule-based movement 3.23E-12 12/238 5.0% 43/20,763 0.2%
31497 Chromatin assembly 3.70E-09 11/238 4.6% 63/20,763 0.3%
6263 DNA-dependent DNA replication 1.62E-06 7/238 2.9% 33/20,763 0.1%
74 Regulation of progression
through cell cycle
3.24E-06 8/238 3.3% 54/20,763 0.2%
9653 Morphogenesis 1.84E-05 13/238 5.4% 212/20,763 1.0%
7169 Transmembrane receptor protein
Tyr kinase signaling pathway
9.86E-05 9/238 3.7% 115/20,763 0.5%
MF 3777 Microtubule motor activity 1.76E-13 14/244 5.7% 56/22,033 0.2%
3677 DNA binding 3.17E-07 45/244 18.4% 1,600/22,033 7.2%
4674 Protein Ser/Thr kinase activity 1.39E-06 15/244 6.1% 232/22,033 1.0%
CC 5875 Microtubule-associated complex 1.17E-12 13/242 5.3% 52/21,632 0.2%
786 Nucleosome 2.98E-10 11/242 4.5% 54/21,632 0.2%
31225 Anchored to membrane 5.46E-08 15/242 6.1% 189/21,632 0.8%
5634 Nucleus 2.49E-07 41/242 16.9% 1,427/21,632 6.5%
43232 Intracellular non-membrane-bound
organelle
1.82E-05 22/242 9.0% 621/21,632 2.8%
(Table continues on following page.)
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CYCD5;1, which otherwise was only detected in some
mature root samples and ovary.
In the case of the Arabidopsis microarray data,
global correlation analysis is possible. Genes most
closely correlating with each CYCD subgroup were
examined in more detail, using cutoff scores depend-
ing on the degree of correlation with other genes from
$0.5 (CYCD2;1, CYCD4;2, and CYCD5;1) to $0.75
(CYCD3). Several known cytokinesis-related genes
are found in the cluster of top correlators to all three
CYCD3 genes and CYCD6;1, such as the syntaxin-
encoding gene KNOLLE (Lukowitz et al., 1996; Lauber
et al., 1997), the kinesin-like protein AtNACK1/HIN-
KEL (Nishihama et al., 2002; Strompen et al., 2002;
Rashotte et al., 2003), and further kinesin-like genes
and microtubule-associated proteins (Table III; Sup-
plemental Table S6 for detailed list of selected genes).
In an earlier study, we identified 82 genes as showing a
mitosis-specific expression during cell cycle progres-
sion (Menges et al., 2005),most ofwhich contain amitosis-
specific activator (MSA) regulatory site in their promoter
(Ito et al., 2001). Notably, we find 56% of these mitosis-
specific genes (46 genes) in the set of 308 correlators to
CYCD3;3, 52% (43/233 genes) in the CYCD3;1 corre-
lation set, and 44% (36/243 genes) in the CYCD3;2 set.
The close correlation of CYCD3 genes with this mitotic
gene set does not indicate that CYCD3 is involved in
mitosis itself, but rather that it is specifically expressed
in cells engaged in mitotic cycles. This is further sup-
ported by analysis of the CYCD3 expression patterns
and function (Riou-Khamlichi et al., 1999; Swaminathan
et al., 2000; Dewitte et al., 2003, 2007; Menges et al.,
2006). In contrast, expression of CYCD4;1 shows
high correlation with ribosomal protein gene ex-
pression and CYCD2;1 has no significant correlators,
suggesting that posttranslational regulation may be
important in controlling its activity (Table III; Healy
et al., 2001).
To analyze further the function of genes whose
expression correlates with each CYCD subgroup, the
overrepresentation of specific Gene Ontology (GO)
categories was analyzed. Top correlators of each
CYCD gene were classified into functional subgroups
using BiNGO, an algorithm for GO significance anal-
ysis (Maere et al., 2005; Table III). The GO category
consisted of biological process (BP),molecular function
(MF), and cellular component (CC). GO terms in Table
III were first selected for their highest significance
based on the P value and second by the position in
the resulting network graphic, as nodes furthest down
the hierarchy are probably the most relevant (Maere
et al., 2005). GO categories overrepresented in corre-
lators to the three CYCD3 genes are linked to cytoskel-
eton organization and biogenesis (BP), microtubule
motor activity (MF), and microtubule-associated com-
plex (CC), whereas GO categories of the top correlators
toCYCD4;1areoverrepresented inproteinbiosynthesis
(BP), structural constituent of ribosome (MF), and ribo-
some (CC). The most significant GO categories over-
represented in CYCD1;1 correlators are linked to cell
surface and transmembrane receptor kinase signaling
pathway (BP), protein Ser/Thr kinase activity (MF), and
membrane-anchored proteins (CC). Although CYCD6;1
correlators are also overrepresented in the same GO
category for the CC as anchored to membrane, other
overrepresented GO categories are linked to cell cycle
progression, as suggestedby the global correlationwith
mitotic activity (regulation of progression through cell
cycle [BP], cyclin-dependent protein kinase regulator
activity [MF]).CYCD5;1 correlators appear to be linked
more to DNA replication than mitotic activity.
Conserved Motifs in CYCD Gene Promoters
The striking conservation of CYCD subgroups
across the angiosperms suggests that important dis-
Table III. (Continued from previous page.)
Gene Correlators GOC GO-ID Description P Value Cluster Frequency Total Frequency
CYCD4;1 217 ($0.6) BP 6416 Protein biosynthesis 2.60E-13 40/163 24.5% 1,164/20,763 5.6%
42254 Ribosome biogenesis and assembly 2.98E-08 11/163 6.7% 107/20,763 0.5%
19538 Protein metabolism 6.09E-06 49/163 30.0% 3,005/20,763 14 4%
MF 3740 Structural constituent of ribosome 1.81E-25 33/176 18.7% 309/22,033 1.4%
CC 5840 Ribosome 1.53E-27 36/178 20.2% 339/21,632 1.5%
5830 Cytosolic ribosome (sensu Eukaryota) 7.41E-11 13/178 7.3% 107/21,632 0.4%
5843 Cytosolic small ribosomal subunit
(sensu Eukaryota)
3.95E-08 8/178 4.4% 46/21,632 0.2%
CYCD4;2 4 ($0.5) None
CYCD5;1 139 ($0.5) BP 6260 DNA replication 2.01E-06 7/104 6.7% 63/20,763 0.3%
74 Regulation of progression through
cell cycle
1.24E-05 6/104 5.7% 54/20,763 0.2%
46472 GPI anchor metabolism 7.35E-05 3/104 2.8% 6/20,763 0.0%
CYCD6;1 79 ($0.7) BP 74 Regulation of progression through
cell cycle
9.11E-07 6/64 9.3% 54/20,763 0.2%
6260 DNA replication 1.76E-06 6/64 9.3% 63/20,763 0.3%
MF 3753 Cyclin-dependent protein kinase
regulator activity
1.10E-03 3/66 4.5% 16/22,033 0.0%
CC 31225 Anchored to membrane 1.46E-06 8/59 13.5% 189/21,632 0.8%
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Table IV. Conserved motifs in promoters of Arabidopsis and poplar CYCD genes
Comparisons were made usingWeederH as described in the text and ‘‘Materials andMethods.’’ Scores and positions of the sequences relative to the
ATG start codon in Arabidopsis CYCD are shown, as well as putative matches to known transcription factor binding sites. The prevalence of the
sequence within the Arabidopsis genome is also given.
CYCD
Subgroup
Comparison Motif Score Position
No. of Hits
(The Arabidopsis
Information Resource)
Putative Binding
Site (Plant Care)
CYCD1 Arabidopsis versus
best poplar
TAACCGTCTCTC 32.4704 2135 5 Not found
GCAACAACACCA 18.7287 2113 15 Not found
ATAAATAAAAAC 17.525 296 157 TATA box element
CYCD2 Arabidopsis versus
all poplar
TTACTTTG 15.832 2948 2,478 DNA-binding protein of
sweet potato (Ipomoea
batatas) that binds
to the SP8a
(ACTGTGTA) and SP8b
(TACTATT) sequences
of sporamin and
b-amylase genes
GGTGGTAG 12.2088 2645 431 Zinc-finger protein in
alfalfa (Medicago sativa)
roots, regulates
salt tolerance
ACGTTACC 11.5886 2440 381 Trihelix DNA-binding
factor GT-3a
AGGTGTTTAAGA 11.0741 2930 7 Not found
TAATTAACTTAA 10.8628 2795 45 SBF-1
TGACAAAATATT 10.1763 2780 45 Not found
CYCD3 Arabidopsis versus
all poplar
TTTCACGC ,0.001 (Consensus) 465 E2F class I sites
TTTCTCGCGC ,0.001 (Consensus) 13 E2F class I sites
CYCD5 Arabidopsis versus
best poplar
TTTGGCGGCACC 56.5282 2189 3 E2F complex
TAACCGCT 28.5116 2229 362 MSA, mitosis-specific
activator
CAAATAAAACCT 15.346 2278 15 ccaat/tata box like
AACTAAATGATT 15.0417 2926 24 Storekeeper, plant-specific
DNA-binding protein
important for tuber-
specific and Suc-
inducible gene
expression
CYCD6 Arabidopsis versus
best poplar
TTAAATAC 25.571 2417 2,595 L1-specific homeodomain
protein Arabidopsis
MERISTEM LAYER1
AAACAACT 17.3557 2622 2,849 CA-rich element
TCTAATAAAAAC 16.0271 2665 24 Not found
TTATGAATATTT 13.199 2569 54 Not found
TTATAAAAACAC 11.5132 2493 31 TATA box element
CYCD7 Arabidopsis versus
poplar
ATTTACCGCGTTTCA-
TGTGGGACG
34.1076 2467 1 Tobacco GT1/rice GT2
AT CAMTA3 AT RAP1
CGACGTCT 19.0557 2445 257 OCS-like elements;
bZIP transcription
factor from
Antirrhinum majus
TTAAAGCT 15.3937 2931 1,736 Dof2, single zinc
finger transcription
factor
CGTGGACTCACG 12.6834 2569 2 Not found
CACCAGTTTCAT 11.3275 21,000 7 Not found
CYCD3/6 With coexpressed
genes
TTTCCCGCGC ,0.001 (Consensus) E2F binding site
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tinct functions are likely. We therefore examined CYCD
promoters up to 1,000 bp from the predicted start
codon for potential conserved regulatory motifs using
WeederH (Pavesi et al., 2007), an algorithm that iden-
tifies conserved transcription factor binding sites in a
given sequence by comparing it to one or more ho-
mologs. This approach does not need or compute an
alignment of the sequences investigated and so is
suited for identifying short conserved motifs that may
be located at different positions within the sequence
examined. Promoter sequences were compared be-
tween the two dicot species Arabidopsis and poplar,
using either the closest poplar orthologous gene or all
genes in the subgroup in the case of CYCD3. Results
are shown in Table IV and identify putative binding
sites for a number of defined transcription factors as
well as novel motifs. The number of occurrences of
each motif within the Arabidopsis genome was also
determined as an indication of specific regulatory sig-
nificance. Notable is the presence of conserved E2F
binding sites in only CYCD3 and CYCD5 subgroup
promoters, as well as a conservedMSA (Ito et al., 2001)
sequence in CYCD5. The presence of an E2F binding
site in the Arath;CYCD3;1 has been previously re-
ported (Huntley et al., 1998). E2F activity is positively
regulated by CYCD-mediated phosphorylation of
RBR, suggesting that CYCD3 and CYCD5 may be
involved in a positive feedback mechanism promoting
the onset of S phase, as is the case for cyclin E in
mammals (Koff et al., 1991). Indeed, CYCD3;1 and
CYCD5;1 genes increase in expression in the G1 or G1
to S phases of the cell cycle (Menges et al., 2005). A
number of new potential regulatory sequences were
also identified, and a conserved 24-bp sequence was
found to be present in both poplar and Arabidopsis
CYCD7 genes. The initial part of this region (8 bp) was
also conserved in rice. In general, comparisons to rice
sequences showed much lower levels of conservation
and fewer conserved motifs, although motifs found in
the Arabidopsis-poplar comparisons could also be
located in rice promoters, but the much higher number
of substitutions found in rice promoters suggests that
further investigation is required before claiming that
these represent equivalent functional sequences.
We further analyzed thepromoters of theCYCD3 and
CYCD6 genes, which showed some degree of coex-
pression (Fig. 7), together with 29 other cell cycle genes
clustered together (Fig. 7; from KRP7 to CYCA2;4). We
employed the motif-finding tool Weeder (Pavesi et al.,
2004) that identifies conserved sequence motifs in pro-
moter sequences from coregulated genes likely to rep-
resent binding sites for the common factors regulating
the genes. The presence of an E2F site in the promoters
of the CYCD3 genes was confirmed, with Weeder
identifying an E2F-like conserved motif (TTTCCCG-
CGC). However, no reliable occurrence of the motif
could be detected in the CYCD6;1 promoter (and in a
fewother genes), suggesting, not unexpectedly, that the
similar expression profile of the genes investigated
results from the action of several different transcription
factors. The presence of E2F sites in the promoters of
genes of this cluster was further verified by applying
pscan, a recently developed tool (Pavesi and Zambelli,
2007) that employs descriptors of the binding specific-
ity of known factors to identify overrepresented sites in
a set of promoter sequences from coregulated genes.
The program, by using the binding matrixes available
in the TRANSFAC database (Matys et al., 2006) for
plant transcription factors, predicted E2F as a common
regulator for most of the genes (P value , 5 3 1024).
Also in this case, however, no reliable E2F site was
predicted in the CYCD6;1 promoter. Nevertheless, E2F
binding sites are clearly a common feature among this
coregulated group, supporting the methodology used
for global correlation expression analysis.
Other than known E2F sites, Weeder (andWeederH)
identified several other conserved sites not directly
comparable to known elements. Amore in-depth anal-
ysis of promoter sequences and regulatory elements for
CYCD and coexpressed genes and the experimental
validation of predicted elements will be the subject of
future research.
CONCLUSION
The identification of the CYCD genes of poplar and
their analysis, together with those of Arabidopsis and
rice, shows the strong conservation of six CYCD sub-
groups across the angiosperms. Despite the low se-
quence identity shared with plant CYCD proteins,
certain gene features are nevertheless conserved with
vertebrates. Moss contains a single CYCD gene that
appears to represent an ancestral form, whereas green
algae do not show gene conservation with higher
plants. This analysis strongly supports conserved and
differential functions for six of the seven definedCYCD
subgroups and further suggests that the CYCD2 and
CYCD4 subgroups cannot be distinguished in an evo-
lutionary analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clustering and Bootstrap Analysis
Information of all 10 Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), 14 rice (Oryza
sativa), and 22 poplar (Populus trichocarpa) CYCD sequences used for the
analysis here has been downloaded from The Institute for Genomic Research
(TIGR; Arabidopsis: http://www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/ath1/, TIGR annotation
version 5.0, June 2007; rice: http://www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/osa1/, TIGR rice
annotation release 5, June 2007) and the poplar genome project (http://
genome.jgi-psf.org/Poptr1_1/Poptr1_1.home.html., Populus genome release
1.1, June 2007).
For multiple sequence alignment, full protein sequences were analyzed
with ClustalW v.1.83 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/index.html; Thompson
et al., 1994). To estimate large phylogenies by maximum likelihood, the
resulting multiple sequence alignment file in phylip format was imported into
PHYML (http://atgc.lirmm.fr/phyml/; Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) and
analyzed further by using the default WAG amino acid substitution model
and, as a starting tree, the default BIONJ distance-based tree. Bootstrap values
(n5 100) were calculated and presented at each node of the resulting unrooted
trees.
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Global Expression Correlation Analysis
The Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre’s (NASC) microarray database
(NASCArrays, http://affy.arabidopsis.info/narrays/experimentbrowse.pl)
was the source of data for the generation of scatterplots and the calculation
of the relative correlation value. All Affymetrix ATH1 GeneChip array data
deposited at NASC are normalized using the MASuite 5.0 Scaling Protocol
Algorithm to exclude the top 2% and bottom 2% of signal intensities before the
mean is calculated. All signal values from each individual slide are scaled
such that the mean is made equal to 100. The superbulk gene file was
downloaded in June, 2005 from http://affy.arabidopsis.info/narrays/help/
usefulfiles.html. The file consisted of nearly 1,800 hybridizations (Supple-
mental Table S3), each with expression level measurements for over 22,500
genes. The arrays are derived from varied experiments, tissues, conditions,
treatments, and genetic backgrounds, providing the diversity for expression
correlation analysis. A cutoff value of 1 (all values ,1 were discarded) was
applied to the data before performing the analysis. A few slides (,50 from
three different experiments) that used RNA from species other than Arabi-
dopsis or that involved preamplification of the RNA used as the source for the
hybridization were not included. All GeneChip arrays used for our calculation
are listed in Supplemental Table S3, providing a NASCArrays experiment
reference number, a short description of the experiment, and a hyperlink to the
NASC Web site providing detailed information on each experiment, such as
conditions and number of replicate slides used. This name is the same as in the
superbulk gene file. For the correlation analysis, no further array normaliza-
tion or processing of replicates was performed. The correlation analysis was
performed essentially as described by Toufighi et al. (2005) by calculating the
Pearson correlation coefficient for each gene pair from a two-gene scatterplot
in the linear space using standard linear regression analysis. Briefly, between
two sets of expression values (where X 5 [X1, X2,., XN] and Y 5 [Y1, Y2,.,
YN]), the Pearson correlation coefficient is defined as
r5
1
N
+
i5 1;N
Xi 2X
sX
 
Yi 2Y
sY
 
and ranges from 1, for perfect correlation, to 21 for perfect anticorrelation
(Toufighi et al., 2005). A detailed description of the program employed for
automation of the correlation calculation will be published elsewhere (P.
Morandini and G. Pavesi, unpublished data).
First, the top correlators to each of the nine CYCD genes represented by a
probe on the ATH1 GeneChip array (CYCD7;1 is not represented) were
identified (cutoff values between$0.5 and$0.75) and used further to analyze
the significant overrepresentation of GO categories using BiNGO software
(Maere et al., 2005). Details of selected top correlators are summarized in
Supplemental Table S6.
Next, calculations were done for all 86 core cell cycle genes against the
whole list of 21,692 genes uniquely represented by a probe on Affymetrix’s
ATH1 GeneChip array. For each gene pair, the resulting value of the linear
Pearson correlation coefficient was imported into GeneMaths (version 2.01) to
visualize values in a colored representation. To identify the relationship of
core cell cycle regulators and to further group these genes based on correlation
of expression across a wide range of random experiments, hierarchical
clustering analysis was performed and a new matrix was calculated using
as clustering algorithm the unweighted pair group method using arithmetic
averages (large N/p; Eisen et al., 1998). A detailed picture of the resulting
heatmap after correlation analysis of 21,692 genes to 86 cell cycle genes is
provided in Supplemental Figure S2, whereas the picture shown in Figure 7
represents a version of the heatmap compressed on the x axis.
Promoter Analysis
For all sequence sets, with the exception of the three CYCD3 genes, we
compared the Arabidopsis promoter sequence to the one derived from the
closest (according to sequence similarity) poplar orthologous gene. Each of the
sequence pairs was analyzed by using the WeederH algorithm (Pavesi et al.,
2007) that looks for motifs and regions significantly conserved in sequences
from orthologous genes. The program was run with default settings and
Arabidopsis background oligo frequencies. Extending the comparison to all
the orthologous poplar genes did not yield significant results.
The CYCD3 set was analyzed with the motif finder tool Weeder (Pavesi
et al., 2004). Two sequence sets were built with: (1) the promoters of the three
Arabidopsis CYCD3 genes and the orthologous genes in poplar; and (2) the
promoters of the genes belonging to a cluster of coexpressed cell-cycle genes,
comprising the CYCD3 genes and CYCD6;1 (Fig. 7, from KRP7 to CYCA2;4).
Weeder was run in double-strand mode, default (large) search, with Arabi-
dopsis background oligo frequencies. On the first set, motifs reported had to
appear in 75% of the sequences of the set (thus allowing motifs to be absent
from one sequence of the set), while on the second, they had to appear in at
least one-half of the sequences. Motifs reported in this work are those listed as
interesting by Weeder on both sets (redundant motifs were filtered out), with
Weeder score greater than one. The second sequence set was also submitted to
the analysis of pscan (Pavesi and Zambelli, 2007), with default parameters,
using the set of binding site matrixes available for plant transcription factors
in Transfac professional version 10.4 (Matys et al., 2006).
Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL data
libraries under the accession numbers listed in Table I.
Supplemental Data
The following materials are available in the online version of this article.
Supplemental Figure S1. Protein sequence of CYCD in mammals and
plants.
Supplemental Figure S2. Expanded version of Figure 7.
Supplemental Table S1. CYCD genes of Arabidopsis, poplar, and rice
showing gene ID, exon number, exon length, genomic sequence,
cDNA, and protein length.
Supplemental Table S2. CYCD genes of Arabidopsis, poplar, and rice
showing gene ID, LxCxE motif sequence, cyclin signature, and position
of cyclin_N and cyclin_C domains.
Supplemental Table S3. The superbulk gene file used for the correlation
analysis presented here was downloaded in June, 2005 from the NASC
Web site (http://affy.arabidopsis.info/narrays/help/usefulfiles.html).
Supplemental Table S4. Gene expression analysis using MPSS (Brenner
et al., 2000) in various Arabidopsis tissues or after treatment were
downloaded from the Arabidopsis MPSS database (http://mpss.udel.
edu/at/; Meyers et al., 2004).
Supplemental Table S5. Results of MPSS gene expression analysis using
various rice tissues or various treatments were downloaded from the
rice MPSS database (http://mpss.udel.edu/rice/; Nakano et al., 2006).
Supplemental Table S6. Top gene correlators to CYCD genes in Arabi-
dopsis.
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